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Hello HOUSE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH CARE Members,
My Representative Duane Stark &
My Senator Herman Baertschiger Jr.
I respectfully request that you oppose HB 3063 !!
No matter what propaganda you have been fed, vaccinations are intrusion on our
Constitutional Rights.
More people get sick, die and incur long term illnesses from vaccinations than from
normal infections!
Whether you do the research or not into vaccination history, we The People have the
right to refuse anything being forced on our bodies and our children! We are not
China yet! Or are we?
Are you believing and drinking the Koolaid? Jim Jones would be so happy with you.
If vaccinations work, no one who is vaccinated would have to be concerned!
Don't give me the line about the ones that cannot be vaccinated because they are too
young or sick to get vaccinated; if vaccinations were safe, you would not have to
abstain from giving them to these sick ones. Oh, yes, they probably will die if you
give them the vaccine, exactly my point, vaccines are poison. Only natural
immunity is safe and effective!
Vaccines damage immune systems and only delay infections, causing lots of disease
to people year after year from the ingredients of vaccines! Do you know what is in the
Vaccines? Do you know that the vaccine manufactures are immune from liability for
any harm caused by vaccines? This needs to change!
The Kangaroo Vaccine Court defends the vaccine manufactures and does not
represent or protect the harmed! This is criminal!
I urge you to protect Human Inalienable Rights! No one can force anything into or
upon your body!
Do not submit to industry lies! The CDC, FDA and all other protective agencies have
been taken over by the Industry Shills!
Why do you think our children are so sick?
Why do you think our children are so violent in schools?
Why do you think out children are neurologically damaged?
Remember when everyone got the measles and no one died! Only sick damaged

immune system people die from normal infections! Vaccines damage the immune
system and the brain. Some die, some become Autistic, some appear to escape only
to have Asthma, ADHD, Deadly Allergies, Cancer and a host of other diseases that
never existed before vaccines!
No matter what Religious Faith you prescribe to, Yes Vaccines Are Faith, how can
you deny the Faith and Rights of Others?
My Faith is not based on your medical exemptions! My Faith is in Our Creator who
made us to Eat Healthy and get stronger by our bodies adjusting to our environment
naturally.
Healthy People don't die from Measles!
Your Vaccines are killing and making people sick!
It our Right to Refuse Forced Intrusions Into Our Bodies! People are Waking Up!
I hope you respect individual rights!
Un-vaccinated are not a danger to society! If your vaccines are effective, you have
nothing to worry about!
If your vaccines are not effective, then you are the ones that have been duped and
caused harm by believing the Lie!
Leave the Choice to Us! Oregonians Created a State that respects individual
Freedom! Let's Keep It That Way !!!
Sincerely, Cindy Smith, resident of Oregon my whole life of 53 years.
-Cindy Smith
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